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The behavior of the agricultural-livestock production in the province

of Holguin was analyzed this February 27 in a telematic meeting,

presided over by Ernesto Santiesteban Velazquez, First Secretary of

the Party and President of the Provincial Defense Council.

Prior to the discussion of the day's agenda, the supply to the

municipality of Moa by several municipalities from Holguin province

was analyzed, as well as by the Acopio company.

It was recalled that as from Monday, March 1rst, the existence of

several crops will be checked throughout the province, among them the

prioritized ones such as plantain, sweet potato, yucca and malanga

(taro).

Likewise, those lines will also be checked by the upcoming national

visit, as well as the amount of per capita pound reported.

In this regard, Vladimir Ricardo Estrada, delegate of Agriculture in

the province, stressed on the importance of completing the contracting

of the year; on which Santiesteban Velázquez pointed out that all

producers should inform, even the usufructuaries that sometimes are

not contemplated in the production plans and corresponding supplies.

The delivery of milk to the industry was discussed, together with the

reasons for compliance by some and non-compliance by others.
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Likewise, the situation of urban agriculture was analyzed, where there

is a yield below the real one, that is why the Provincial Party member

Juan Domínguez Pérez insisted on the adjustment of statistics to

accurately reflect the reality of the province.

The production of oils for different uses, from oilseeds such as the

neem tree, peanut and sesame was also reviewed, where they expect to

exceed 13 tons.

Dairy and meat production for industry, the egg plan, tobacco, coffee,

lumber and charcoal were discussed.

Actions aimed at reopening the Entomophagous and Entomopathogen

Reproduction Centers (CREE) were also discussed.
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